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THE SOCIAL TECHNOLOGY NETWORK

“Social Technology comprises products, techniques and/or replicable
methodologies developed in the interac;on with the community and
that must represent eﬀec;ve solu;on in terms of social
transforma;on”
Created in 2004 and suspended in 2012
Was the result of an hybrid Alliance between public and semi-public
institutions and NGOs and Social Movements
It reached more than 900 institutions
Fostered debate about S&T for social inclusion in the region

FRAMING: SOCIAL TECHNOLOGY AS ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY OF DEVELOPMENT
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FRAMING: SOCIAL TECHNOLOGY AS PUBLIC POLICY
o
o

o
o

Increasing recognition that S&T available capabilities could be redirected to tackle issues in social inclusion.
Previous initiatives –i.e. Appropriate Technologies- were generally appraised in critical terms and regarded as
“isolated and partial solutions”
Selection and Re-aplication of technologies
Re-aplication implied a) reproduction adequate to the local space, b) appropriation by local population, and c)
assessment of results for new re-applications

To frame ST as public policy was aimed at ge@ng na;onal scale (connec;on between
experiences / irreversibiliza;on)
It was a ques;on of how to balance the social experimenta;on of grassroots and the
requirements for scaling up experiences
o

.

FRAMING: SOCIAL TECHNOLOGY AS PARTICIPATORY AND EMPOWERMENT PROCESS
o

Fostering a participation of civil society organizations during the process of design and development of
technologies for tackling social problems

o

Recognition of other forms of knowledge like popular knowledge, indigenous knowledge

o

Appropriation of Technologies: participation in R&D, control and ownership of technologies

o

ST was intended to improve the ability of the community to organize and solve further problems,
develop and exploit economic opportunities and mobilize resources for social development

“On issues of S&TI, we know that the key challenge of the na;on is to
make possible that the huge beneﬁts generated by advances in
science and technology can be distributed in a more equalitarian
form, that popular knowledge gets acknowledge and valued, and
that technologies and knowledge can be appropriated by those
groups that historically have not had access to them”. (Ins;tuto de
Tecnología Social, 2007).

P1MC: insertion into public policies

The cistern programme was originally devised by the Semi-Arid
Association (ASA) as an answer paternalistic schemes of aid in the
region
From 2003 it was funded by Ministry of Social Development
In 2005, the Cisterna Programme also became part of the re-applied
technologies of the Social Technology Network.
Since its start in 2003, over 549,000 water cisterns were built and put in
place by local inhabitants

P1MC: mobilization againt capture

In early 2012, the Brazilian government announced
a plan to speed up the implementation of the
programme through the purchase of 300,000 plastic
water cisterns
This policy disregarded the process of participation
and empowerment that was central to the design of
the P1MC

“We do not want water at any price.
We want to par1cipate”

TENSIONS BETWEEN INCLUSION AS OUTCOME VS INCLUSION AS EMPOWERMENT

How to scale up?

How to mobilize and empower CSOs?

Framing inclusion as outcome

Plurality of participants and heterogeneous
ingenuity

State burocracies attached to previous
trajectories: like subcontracting
e.g. Cisterna Programme

Different interpretation about:
• Social Inclusion
• Politics of Knowledge
• Alternative strategies of development

Processes of learning and identification with ST
took longer time

SOME CONCLUSIONS
In its five years of trajectory, the STN managed to create a large network of support and reapplication of technologies
It also developed an alternative framing of sustainable development and social inclusion
However, the tension between plurality and the constrains of public policy eroded the structure of the network
Its suspension show somehow the limits of this kind of strategy and the difficulties that alternative grassroots innovation
face when dealing with mainstream institutions.
It also points out the underlying differential of power between grassroots movements and incumbent elites in LA is huge.

But overall, it suggest the need to have a further discussion about how to challenge powerful
narratives and practices of inclusion and development in Latin America
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